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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, AUGUST 12, 1912.
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ITALIAN ASSASSIN KISSES CRUCIFIX
THEN FALLS IN FAINT BEFORE GUARDS

FALL
Seven milk.
John W. Collins, a young Florida
negro, shot and killed Michael Lynch,
a Xew York City policeman, on the
morning of July 1, 1011.
Collins had been drinking and fired
a revolver out of the window of 'his
apartment in the section of Xew
York known as "Hell's Kitchen." Officer Lynch heard the shots and went
to investigate.
When he knocked at
t!ie door, Collins opened it and fired.
He appealed to Governor Dix to comJohn W. Collins, Lorenzo L. Cali,
De Marco, Felipe de Marco, mute his sentence to life imprisonAngelo Guisto, Vinceiizo Cona and ment, claiming he was intoxicated at
the time and was unaware of what he
Joseph Ferrone.
Cona walked to the chair white-face- was doing and asserting that he had
The govand trembling, and as he kissed never known the officer.
the crucifix when the straps were be- ernor refused to interfere.
his wife,
Joseph Ferrone killed
ing placed about his body he fell over
limply in a dead faint. All the pris- Kate, in Xew York City, on October
oners with the exception of Collins 24, 1911. Mrs. Ferrone had refused
walked into the death chamber pro- to live with her husband because ot
ill treatment, she declared, but she
testing their innocence.
Collins came in smiling and seem- was induced to return from Philadelingly happy and did not deny his guilt. phia where she was living, a few days
He prayed on his knees at the chair before the crime was committed, on
for a minute before he was executed. Ferrone's plea that their child was ill
Giusto, Cona, Cali, and the two do in a hospital. Friends endeavored unMarcos, were convicted of the mur- successfully to bring about a reconcilder of Mrs. Mary Hall, wife of Henry iation and the murder followed.
The woman's body, with her throat
Hall, a superintenednt of construction on the Croton acqueduct in a slashed, was found in the street. When
lonely farmhouse at Griffins corners convicted Ferrone attacked a juryman
in. West Chester county on Xovember and attempted to kill himself by cut9, 1911.
ting his throat with a piece of broken
Santa Zenaza, the sixth member of! watch crystal. AVhon taken before
the band of assassins, was electrocut- Judge Foster for sentence, the mured July S, after he had confessed in a derer's hands and feet were shackled
letter to Governor Dix that he had to prevent further violence. On the
stabbed Mrs. Hall to death. The oth-- j way to the death house at Sing Sing,
ers were convicted as participants in Ferrone made a second attempt at
the crime. The men gained access to suicide by trying to swallow a jagged
the house on the pretext of buying piece of tin.
Ossining,

X.

Y..

Aug.

12.

ROZCO DURING ENTIRE

murderers were taken from their cells
in Sing Sing prison today and put to
death in the electric chair. This is
the largest number to suffer the death
penalty by electricity on one day since
the electric chair was adopted. Six
Italians and one negro went to their
deaths quietly and the executions
were accomplished in an hour and
The condemned
sixteen minutes.
were executed in the following order:
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Wilson in Xew Jersey.
Rolla Wells, former mayor ? St
Louis, who was appointed treasurer
of the national democratic committee
was expected to call on Governor Wilson here during the day.
TEXAS

if
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ASLEEP
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FOUND

HIM,

WAS
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AND

LET HIM REMAIN UNDISTURBED

Xew York, Aug. 12. This week
to unravel much of the
mystery that will surround the killing of the gambler, Herman Rosenthal
who was shot down in front of the
hotel Metropole nearly a month ago.
With the coming of Sam Schepps
from Hot Springs, Ark., and a possible confession from Jack Sullivan, the
promises

district attorney's office prepared
for new and important evidence
that would corroborate the confession
of "Bald Jack" Rose that Police Lieutenant Becker instigated the murder.
Schepps, according to Rose, rode
in the murder car up town, and later
paid the gun men for their work. The
public prosecutor has sent an officer
to bring Schepps back and also has
requested the Hot Springs officials
not to turn their man over to anyone
without instructions of the district attorneys office. Mr. Whitman wants
his own men to see Schepps before
the Xew York police get him.
The aldermanic investigation committee was scheduled to meet today
to select its counsel.
The public
prosecutor's office is said to have ob
tained information that Becker had
accounts in no fewer than eight banks
here and there are Indications, it was
reported that since the murder of
Rosenthal several thousand dollars
have been withdrawn.
Deputy Police

Commissioner Dougherty said he pur
the story of
posed to investigate
Schepps that the police found him in X GOVERNOR
THORNTON
the Catskills, and failed to arrest
STATE LIBRARIAN.
said he would X
him.
Dougherty
"break" the detectives if they were X
Former Executive of Territorial
found guilty. Schepps in his story of
Days Given Place Which Mrs.
his flight from the Catskills where the X
Victory Resigns.
Xew York detectives were searching X
for the gun men, is quoted as saying: jX
"In Sullivan county, I was asleep in X Governor W. C. McDonald to- a gymnasium when five of the Xew X day named former Governor W.
York detectives, that I knew, came in X T. Thornton state librarian to
and lifted the cover from me. They X succeed Mrs. J. P. Victory, who
asked me who I was and grinned. I X was nominated by the governor
said my name was Smith and I grin- X during the last legislature,
but
ned right back. They went away af- X who was not confirmed by the
ter kindly replacing the cover. Half X senate. The appointment is a
an ihour later I was on my way to X recess one.
Mrs. Armijo, who
X was holding the office, it is said,
Buffalo.''
Prom Buffalo, Schepps said he went X may contest the power of the
to Hot Springs. Max 'Steur went to Xgovernor to remove her.
the west side court prison, where
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REBELLION

El Paso, Texas, Aug. 12. In a fight States Senator Fall, of Xew Mexico,
hist night between United States sol-- ' and Senator Didapp, Washington repdiers and Mexicans one fourth mile resentative of the Mexican revolulrom the international boundary be-- ; tionary cause, countered
today on
low Columbus, X. M., a soldier was President Madero's
declaration attribshot through the body and a Mexican uting to the senator the Mexican
govsmuggler's band was torn from the ernment's failure to come to peace
arm by a bullet.
Ae report of the terms with General
Orozco, the rebel
affair was received today by A. L. leader.
at El
Sharpe, colector of customs
"I thought some time ago that I
Paso, and by Colonel K Z. Steever,
might want to see Orozco to ascertain
i'l command at Ft. Bliss, Texas.
his authority for certain statements,"
A cording to the customs department
said Senator Fall, "but I have had
ireport the shooting was caused by an absolutely
no communication
with
Inttempt on the part of insurrectos to him.
Orozco declared that certain
,
smuggle ammunition to Palomas,
Americans had
been putting up
just opposite Columbus. Inspec-- j
tor A. C. Ash, of the customs service. money for Madero and gave names
and other details. I wanted to find
piloted the soldiers to the place of out
what information he might have
the smugglers' activities. Ash report:
as
for these statements and
authority
ja skirmish resulted, and the Mexicans so
El
telegraphed to the mayor of
were driven back.
Paso.
But nothing came of it. I
Colonel Stever has been notified have had
absolutely nothing whatever
Ul'at the ammunition,
about
.",000
to do with Orozco."
rounds lias been captured.
Senor Didapp said he had been in12.
August in
Dubuque, la., Aug.
t
1'ina, Mexican consul at Chicago, who structed to state that he Madero govfor
is on a visit to Dubuque, today an- ernment made the first demand
nounced lie had been advised by the peace to General Zapata, August 3,
that duty on and sent a cabinet minister to proMexican government
American corn shipped into Mexico pose peace to the chiefs operating in
that
Didapp contended
He claims this the north.
luis been suspended.
the failure was due not to Senator
Ms due to crop failures.
Fall, but so far as Zapata is concernSENATOR FALL DENIES
ed, to lack of of'''"'"1 instructions of
HE PAVORS OROZCO.
Washington. Aug. 12. Both United i the Madero co;m

e

"Bridgie" Webber, his client, and one
o: those charged with the murder of
Herman Rosenthal is locked up. The
lawyer admitted lie had received an
urgent 'telegram from Webber. Shortly afterwards, Harford T.
Marshall,
counsel for Jack Sullivan arrived. He
refused to talk and hurried inside.
District Attorney Whitman wires
Acting Mayor Pettit of Hot Springs
that a detective authorized to get
Schepps extradition papers from Gov.
Donaghey was due in Little Rock today. He will go immediately to Hot
Srpings, if he gets the necessary papers.
"What's the use of going to all that
trouble,-- ' asked Schepps.
"I will return to Xew York without extradition papers."
Schepp seemed to have lost all fear
of returning to Xew York, hut appears anxious to discredit the confession of "Bald Jack" Rose.
at
Schepps says he is indignant
Rose for implicating him in the Rosenthal murder. What he has to tell
District Attorney Whitman, Schepps
declares, will cause rigid investigations to continue in Xew York well
into next year.
"I am the keystone in the arch,"
Schepps said, "and when they get .Tie
hack to Xew York, the entire arch
will fall.
There was one important
thing we overlooked, and that was
to change the number of the automobile."
One statement he has made, has
confused the local officers. "You can
make the date on the twenty-fiftof
February all this investigation will
stop," he declared but refused to amplify this assertion.
SAM SCHEPPS SAYS
ROSE LIED ABOUT HIM.
Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 12. "Jack
Rose has told things unnecessary in
his confession to the Xew York prosecutor and has tried to get me 'in bad'
but I will not stand for it. When 1
get back to Xew York I'll tell Whitman the entire truth. He can't give
me the worst of it." Thus declared
Sam Schepps today, arrested here for
alleged complicity in the Rosenthal
murder.
He denied vigorously that
he made a confession.
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Sea Girt, X. J., Aug. 12. Economy
to the extreme, and the smallest cam
paign fund in the history of any par
ty, if possible, represents the wlsb of
Governor Woodrow Wilson, for the
coming campaign. Discussing reports
that the democratic party wanted to
raise at least $2,000,000 Governor Wilson said: "It vexes me that it has been
said that $2,000,000 has been fixed as
the figure. I have not the slightest
notion of how much is necessary, but
I remember Mr. Bryan telling me the
I have
sum used in his campaign.
forgotten the exact figures but it certainly was not less than $1,000,000.
My desire is to confine expenses to a
reasonable degree of economy and absolutely legitimate objects. I regret
that it costs as much as it does to
run a campaign."
Governor Wilson also amplified his
views on organization and political
machines which Frederick W.
once a candidate for lieuten-at- n
governor of New York took issue
with the governor on Saturday, drawing the governor's attention to Mr.
Roosevelt's position on these questions.
Organizations are absolutely necessary, said the governor and it is always right to discriminate between
political machine's and organizations.
A machine is that small part of organization used for wrong purposes,
generally private and personal. It is
not right to confuse organizations with
the machine."
Though the democratic party has
no plank in its platform advocating
woman suffrage, a plan has been formulated by the Wilson campaign managers by which theyhope to make a
hid for the feminine vote in the six
women suffragette states. Mrs. J.
Porden Harriinan of Xew York, is to
have charge of the Wilson campaign
among women voters in California,
and
Washington, Wyoming,
Utah,
Colorado and Idaho. Joseph E.
secretary of the national committee, and manager of the western
headquarters at Chicago, had an appointment with Governor Wilson today at which he expected to map out
Mrs. Harriman's activities.
Without
going into the suffrage question, Mrs.
Harriman, according to present plans,
will make her appeal by speeches on
the tariff and the cost of living as
well as legislation relating to hours
of employment and workmen's comMr. Davies brought for
pensation.
the governor's approval abstracts
made by Mrs. Harriman of the workmen's compensation act and laws limiting employment signed by Governor
Hin-riech-

Da-vie- s

REPUBLICANS
SPLIT WIDE OPEN
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 12. The repub
Iican state executive committee meet
ing today split after a heated resolution over the ruling of State Chairman Cecil Lyon. .Members of the Taft
faction protested against the rulings
of Mr. Lyon because of his activities
in behalf of Theodore Roosevelt.
Shortly afterward the executive
committee decided the question. Separate meetings were iheld. Kacli
claimed a victory.
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With

POLICE SAY

over the
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug 12. Inter- delegates present from all
rupted frequently by objections on the United States and Canada, Hawaii
part of the defense attorneys, Assist- and the Philippines, the
ant Attorney Ford, began the opening annual convention of the Internationarguments to the jury in the bribery al Typographical Union met here to-trial of Clarence S. Darrow.
President Janies. M. Lynch
Open- day.
The woman's
auxiliary j
ing with a co:nparn of the accused presided.
and Francis Bacon as a man "whose also
m session
ALL THEY WANT IS DECENT SALARY
js
uum. muter
sentiments were noble his practices
uie . creuenim.a
...
..
. neioie
FIGHT DOPE FROM
ignoble," Ford said that history was io" the woman s auxiliary convened, u
filled with such men.
Among the was announced that there would be
FAKE-- NO
ALBUQUERQUE A PURE
"men of noble character and great ia contest over the seating of Mrs.
who
have committed Frank Kennedy of Omaha, Nebraska,
reputation
LIKELY
SPECIAL SESSION
crimes" he mentioned Judas Iscariot, who is declared to have been ir- and Benedict Arnold.
elected.
regularly
The first interruption was that of
There will be no election at this
Declaring that the sheriffs' associaMr. Darrow who excepted to Ford's meeting. New York, Nashville, Tenti., tion is not
engaged in a fight against
designation of former U. S. Senator San Antonio, Texas, and Montreal the mounted police and that the prize
W. K. Mason as Lorimer's seat mate. seek the next convention.
fight "dope" sent out from AlbuquerMason was one of Darrow's character
que was purely fictitious, a delega
witnesses.
fifty-eight-
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X
WHERE WE STAND.
X
One of the most amusing re- X ports in connection
with the
X meeting here of he badly scram- X bled and considerably
frazzled
remnants of the Old Guard He- X publican
committee,
Thursday,
X is the statement that all patron- X age that the star aggregation of
X late bosses can command
is to
V be summarily cut off from the
X New Mexican.
In this connec- -

tion it is well to remember

that

X the Xew Mexican is not receiv- X ing any patronage from the bos- X ses nor any that they can con- X trol. The Xew Mexican is being
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run on a strictly business basis.
It is after the business on a com- The New Mex- mercial basis.
ican is not after printing worth
sixty cents a page at one doVar
It is asking
and sixty cents.
no favors from the bosses and is
not likely to perish from the
face of the earth because it is
"so far from ouv rails," or be- cause the Hon. Gregory Page
stops his subscription. The Xew
Mexican has secured more new
subscribers during the past few
weeks than it would lose if the
last one of the Old Guard bosses
stopped their subscription all In
a bunch.
The New Mexican
wants to sell its newspapers to
readers who want a real, live
newspaper with today's news
printed today. It has no de- sire to se'l its newspaper be- cause its policy is this, that or
the other. The Xew Mexican
intends to make this newspaper
the best newspaper in New Mex- to make it a
ico. It intends
clean, open and honest newspa- per at all stages of the game and
anyone who wants any other
kind of a newspaper should not
subscribe for the New Mexican.
As far as the ability of the stel- lar aggregation which met here
on Thursday is concerned, to in- jure the New Mexican, this pa- per has only this to say: "Gen- We
tlemen, crack your whip."
are going to print the news and
we opine, from nir experience
with the average voter that he is
going to read the news and take
the paper that publishes the
news, whether his immediate po- litical boss likes it or not.
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Darrow and Attorney. H. If. Appel
were both on their feet with objections when Ford denounced the defendant as responiie indirectly for
the blowing
by
:ip of the Times
"teaching there is no such thing as
crime."
Appel protested that the prosecutor
was going outside the evidence and
Judge Hutton warned the speaker to
desist. Going into the history of the
McNamara case. Ford defended what
he called the "stool pigeon system"
as a necessity in enforcing law, and
denounced
Darrow's
avowed belief
in the right to spy likewise into the
secrets of the prosecution.
Ford reviewed evidence purporting
to show that Darrow haa corrupted
witnesses in the McNamara case.
"The prosecution knows," declared
Ford, "that Darro" was corrupting
every one with whom he came in contact. Some of them were respectable
citizens of Los Angeles, one of whom,
I am sorry to say, was LeCompte Davis."
Davis was assistant counsel in the
McNamara defense.
Taking up the failure of the defense
A. O. Tveit-moe- ,
to place on the stand
the San Francisco labor leader,
Mr. Ford asserted that the defense
was afraid to have him testify, bein
cause of Tveitmoe's implication
the dynamiting of the Times building.
that
Ford declared
unequivocally
the accused had received the alleged
bribe money from Tveitmoe and that
the evidence to that effect corroborated that of John R. Harrington.
the
Ford ridiculed
impression
created, he said, by Darrow's attorneys, that Franklin and Harrington
were in the conspiracy.
Chicago, Aug. 12. Illinois suffragettes have set August H as "petition
At that tlie an effort will
day."
be made to obtain 100,000 signatures
of registered voters, asking that the
question, whether women shall be
granted the right if suffrage in Illinois be submittel to a vote at the
general election In I'ovember.

XX.XXXXXXXXXV
POSTAL EMPLOYES OPENED X tion

of county officers called on the
Xj governor here today to consult with
X! him about a salary bill. The delega-X tion informed the governor that the
X meeting in Albuquerque was not
X
association.
X session of the sheriffs
X
X but was a meeting of county officials
X
X principally county commissioners and
X
were a num-X
Xj sheriffs although there
Xjber of county clerks, treasurers antl
X other officials present.
X
X
The question of the interference
X
X
Xiby Captain Fornoff of the mounted
at Al- XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXl police during a boxingthecontest
sheriffs here
Ibuquerque recently,
assert, was never taken up. The
V

X
X

LAFOLLETE MAIL.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. Senator IjiFoHette today cfourged officials of the nostoffice de- partmem with rilling his mail in
an attenint to learn the results
of an investigation he was mak- ing into conditions in the hospitel service. He showed the sen- ate a bundle of letters, which he
declared had been opened before
he received them.

;

j

THE DAY IN CONGRESS
SENATE.
X
X
Judiciary committee refused to
X make report on Pomerene resolu- X tion directing Attorney General
X to bring criminal prosecutions
and
X of officers of Standard Oil
X American Tobacco companies.
X
Convened at 10 a. in.
X
Financial operations of repub-X lican
campaign
congressional
X committee were reviewed by cam- -

paign funds investigating

com--

by Chairman McKinley.
Resumed debate on postoffice ap- propriation bill, the goods roads
section being eliminated and pro- vision made for a commission to
inquire into federal aid in high- way construction.

IXmittee

Hourne-Bristo-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

for house provision.

parcels

'sheriffs maintained that they
for the purpose of getting
bill and not for the purpose
ing for more troubles than

of lookX
they al- X
X ready had.
Governor McDonald did not absoX
sesX lutely decline to call a special
X sion of the legislature but he created,
X the impression, his visitors said, that
X he was not favorable to such a plan.
The governor

X
X

com-me-

the inteM

xxxxx'xxxxxxx

X
X X EXERCISES AT THE SCHOOL
OF AMERICAN ARCHAEX
OLOGY. TODAY'S PROX
GRAM.
X
10:00 a. m. Indian women makX
X
ing pottery in the Placita.
3: Ho p. m. "Historic Epochs In X

X

XX
X;X

X X

XjX
X'iX

X ;X
Rep. Byrnes Introduced bill ap- - X
proprlating $50,000 for investlga- - X
X
tion Into Pellagra.
Formal call for democratic X
caucus on battleship question is- - X
sued for Wednesday afternoon. X

case.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

did not have any

to make concerning
view with the officials.

postXjX
x X

HOUSE.
Convened at noon.
Consideration of election com
mittee reports in case of Repre- sentative Catlin.
Under agreement five liours
debate was to begin on Catlin

had met
a salary

x

Dr. Hector Alliot
s
of the
Southwest," with phonograph
Dr. C. F. Lummis.
records
Tomorrow's Program.
10:00 a. m. Indian women mak- ing pottery In the placita.
3:30 p. m. "The Civic Center of
Rome," illustrated Dr. Henry
L. Wilson.
8:00 p. m. "Maya Archaeology,"
G.
Illustrated, Mr. Sylvanus
Morley.
"The Rifiing of a Royal Grave- yard," illustrated. Dr. Mitchell
Carroll.
Art"

S

00 p. m.

"Folk-Song-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

xxxxxxxxxxxx
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FAGfe TWO

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

The Little Store

STATE CONVENTION W. (?. T. U.
THE CLOSE OF THE SESSION
Saturday The last day of

URINARY
DISCHARGES
RELIEVED IN

gate will go home with new inspiration was a full day two day's work tion and determination to do just
You
being crowded into one, as all the twice as well the coming year as
visiting delegates wished to avail she has done the past if that is posthemselves of the wholesale and most sible.
Two unions have requested the 1913
of Miss Clara
generous invitation
True and Miss Mary Bryan to enter- - convention and there will probably
tertaining them for the night at their be more !ater on, as in the hurry of
ranch in the Kspanola valley, known the closing business no selection was
as the Pajarito Ranch, taking them made and the executive will decide
to the Santa Clara Pueblo dance, en- - later on the place for the next conGoods.
tertaining th,.m for the night at their vention.
However, the closing of the busihome, and on Tuesday providing conveyances for 11 to the Puye Cliff ness session was not the end, as Mrs.
Li a Carin Moore spoke at the house
Dwellings.
This program was too enticing to be of representatives on Saturday even- missed by any, so business must be ing, and all who heard her were
gotten through with expeditiously so pleased with her elling address. Dr.
as to be ready for the jaunt Monday Edgar Hewett followed with a clear,
of the Cere- morning.
expressive
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
adall too
Pueblo
the
monial
Indian
dance
reports,
Superintendents
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
dress of the state president, resolu- short but which will render intelli- to be
tions, discussions, elections crowding gible the Santa Clara dance
Just be- seen on Monday.
We know every
along until nearly 7 p. m.
fore noon Judge McFie came in to see delegate felt, grateful to Dr. Hewett
about the certificates of delegates, for this thoughtful effort to make the
and was called upon to speak, which trip and dance more interesting to
he did in a highly
them.
complimentary
Miss Aurora Lucero gave her prize
manner, and at the same time giving
all
good advice, and assuring the dele- oration, and won the hearts of
Miss Lucero is a
gates again that he was in hearty who heard her.
sympathy with their efforts, and more, born orator, os well as logical
would work and vote; end by the
and we predict that New MexSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
way, there is nothing that any man ico will one day be proud of this beaucan say that appeals quite so directly tiful daughter.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
packages to the heart of the W. C. T. IT. womIn fact, New Mexico, and Santa Fe
an as the honest promise to vote for especially, has talent, of all sorts. anJ
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Kind wishes and beau- not the least of the pleasant things
her measure.
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It has been a rare treat to us to be
entertained in this Ancient City old
in history and romance.
We have
had hearty welcomes and courtesies;

hospitable homes have been opened
to us; excellent music; open churches; fine press reports and loving com
radeship.
The American
School of Archaeo- logy deserves our special thanks for
joining in evening entertainments
and allowing
the delegates
the
pleasure and instruction of their lec- tures. Dr. Edgar Hewett secured
rates to Santa Clara and is trying to
get the deegates rates to Santa Fe
in conjunction with the Archaeology
students.
This is an unusual kind
ness and is certainy appreciated.
The Santa Fe New Mexican has
given space to all announcements and
reports and has our sincere thanks
for same.
Rev. Shimer not only opened his
church, but, with Mr. Kennedy, kept
watchful care and rendered all posTo Rev. Shimer is due
sible help.
our grateful thanks for the use of
hib church and his pulpit for Sunday
morning service.
We want to especially thank little
Gladys Berry for the sweet and ladylike efficiency she has shown serving
this convention as page; may she
grow into a beautiful
woman.
Mrs. Summers is due our thanks
for the use of her pleasant cottage
furnished our state officers.
We tender many thanks to Mr.
Teare who arranged for the beautiful
music furnished at our evening sessions, and to ell who participated in

Butt.
We must not forget. Professor J.
B. Wood and his comfortable wagonette which was at the disposal of the
delegates, meeting trains, taking the
ladies to the penitentiary not for incarceration
but to address the prisoners, and in numberless ways adding
to our comfort.
And last, but not least, the generous
hospitality of Miss Clara True and
her mother, and Miss Bryan in inviting this convention to their beautiful
Ranch" and the
home "Pajarito
outing to the Santa Clara dance and
the Puye Cliff Dwellings.
May rich blessings rest upon all
who have so kindly aided in making
our convention a joy and always
pleasant memory.
MRS. A. A. SCOTT,
Chairman.
Mrs. J. Curtis, Mrs. Mollie C. Learning; Mrs. Florence J. Link, Mrs. L. A.
Harvey, Resolutions committee.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
100

bears

the namtiJ-- V
Beware qf counterfeits
ALL DltUSUIKTS

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Mrs. S. C. Xutter, president of New Mexico W. C. T. U. for six years,
being the last territorial and the first state president, but who declined
to have her name brought before the convention
for
Mrs.
Xutter has hade the very pleasant and creditable record of having served sixteen years as local president, ten years as first state vice president of Missouri, two years in same official capacity in the state of Iowa
and superintendent of department .work in Cook county, Illinois
(which
means Chicago) without a dissenting vote ever having been cast against
her.
Mrs. Nutter will continue as edi tor of the New Mexico W. C. T.
Searchlight, which she established a year ago, the first W. C. T. V. paper
published in this state.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
BUSINESS

LIVERY RIGS.

J. R. CREATH,
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WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
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Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry.

FRANK

Leave orders

at

CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

1. JONES. Capi,S.Bldf'

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.
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For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements
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Or. Phone No. tied 76
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
home the most pleasant spot on earth
the
KB. '
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

ow
IS QUITE SO

the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n:ght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

NOTHING as to touch

Phone

JULIUS MURALTER

INSTITUTE

f1

TO BLOW OU.

WHAT THE PEOPLE

of Ohio, city of Toledo,.
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRAN'K J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence this 6th day of December, A. D., 18S6.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
illy and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

tiful compliments are all pleasant enjoyed by the convention has been
things to receive, oiif the thing that the splendid music.
The Episcopal
counts is the vote. Judge McFie cer- - choir
again favored the audience. Mrs.
FIRST-CLAS- S
tainly made a hit with the W. C. T. L. E. Tripp, state corresponding secU. women by that promise.
retary, gave a beautiful solo, and
Also First-Clas- s
This convention being held two Miss Maude Hancock sang "PeniHacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
months earlier than heretofore found tence," her wonderfully clear, sweet,
the unions not fully prepared, either soprano voice emphasizing the beauty
Phone Main 139
310 San Fracisco St.
with reports or the yearly dues
of the solo, accompanied by Miss Bet-tiSANTA FE, N. M.
which will, however, yet come in in
Massie.
Miss Laura Wood's viotime for National.
Notwithstanding lin solo, was if anything, more exthis drawback, this "was pronounced quisite than her previous playing.
the very best convention yet held by Miss Wood has the understanding and
this organization in New Mexico. At interpretation of the real artist, comevery moment possible the delegates bined with pleasing and graceful renE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
slipped out to view some of the
The whole evening was most
dering.
Some will re--i enjoyable.
City's sights.
From
La Salle Restaurant
main a
after the Puye trip to
Mrs. Lila Carlin Moore, national lecBARRANCA
TAOS view the day
places of interest
turer, spoke at the St. John's M. E.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South Mrs. A. A. Scott of Tucumcari was church Sunday
morning, and those
Telephone II.
elected state president, Mrs. S. C. who missed this sermon missed a
Bounds Trains.
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Stor.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot Nutter, who has served for eight treat not often accorded the sojourn NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Regular Meals 25 cents.
It was a
the north bound train and arrives at years, and seen this organization ers in this little city.
Rooms for Pent 25c ana 50c
igrow under her administration from gem in wit, pathos, reason, entreaty,
Taos at 7 p. m.
EXPRESS LINE.
a convention with one inteniHHSH reaching at times to the sublime. It
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
a
was
convention
a
one
sermon
delewith
that draws one closer
visiting
way. Good covere
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
hacks and good
Red 161.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams gate to the present one with 37 dele-- i to the Master and inspires to better
(frencH Noodle Order 70c a disn,
Leave
Bros. Drug Store
at
Butt
Orders
and
deeds
a
of
unions
some
and
gates
p.umber
and
aims.
Mrs.
thoughts
ew York Chop Suey 60c furnished commereSil men to take In of them, the largest, not
L. E. Tripp sang
the four verses
represented
the surrounding totna. win
E'h,d. on account of distant, etc., requested "Where He Leads Me I Will Follow,"
Station.
that her name should not be proposed the congregation joining in the chorfor
Mrs. Nutter will have us.
Mrs. Tripp has a very expresv sive
charge of the "Searehlieht ." th
voice.
C T. U. paper recently launched, and
No evening services were held at
we feel sure she will make It a tell-- j the churches, the
atcongregations
ing force in the state work.
tending the meeting at the Capitol.
Mrs. Scott, the new president, has Mrs. Lila Carlin Moore gave a short
as vice president and legisla-- ! address, that was a continuation of
served
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
tive superitendent for several terms h0r theme of Saturday evening. Mrs.
and is thoroughly acquainted with the Moore is certainly a
'TheWeslPoint of the Southwest.'
pleasing speakwork, full of enthusiasm and energy er.
and will push every department vig- Ranked as "Distinguished
There was good music, the Presby- terian choir furnishine the music.
Institution " by the U. S. orously.
Miss Sarah rimer of Tucumcari with exception of "Victory" bv Misa
War Department.
:was elected corresponding secretary; Esther Berry, accompanied
by Miss
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Mrs. Katherine Patterson of Santa Fe Hazel Sparks and Miss Laura Wood.
ValJey,3,700feetabove sealevel,
jvice president an,l legislative super-- I violin. This was repeated by request.
sunshine every day. Open air
will
Dr. Carroll of the Archaeological
intendent; Mrs. Ella Wood of Santa
work throughout th entire sestreasurer for her 8th School gave an address on "Homer"
Fe,
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
time and Mrs. Louise Buell of Las that was exceedingly interestine and
IDEA
as cannot be found
Cruces, recording secretary.
Mrs. oearned, and proved the real existence
elsewhere in America. FourBuell is the Las Cruces president. of a Homer, in whom history, poetry
teen officers and Instructors, all
Made
.Most of the state superintendents and art had their birth. Dr. Carroll
C6
graduates trom standard Kast-erwere reappointed. Mrs. Louise Col-- i U no stranger to the people of Santa
Ten
colleges.
buildinns,
lier of Estancia was made new ltress Fe who enjoyed
his lectures last
modern In every respect.
She is especially summer.
superintendent.
Regents
Thirty years' of experience in
fitted for this important department.
The following resolution of thanks
E. A. CAHOOX. President.
The V. C. T. IT. will this year pay was
tailoring in some of the largest
adopted by the W.
J. E. RHEA.
a salary to the Dresident anrl Mm. C. T.unanimously
U. convention:
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
cities in Europe and America."
Nutter, editor of the Searehlieht.
"So royally has this convention
. JOHN W. PoE.
Secretary.
This is the first year they have been been entertained
W. A. F1NLAY.
by the hospitable
r.ble to pay any salaries, aU the of- local W. C. T. U. and their new
101
For particulars and illustrated catapresi- Washingtofi Avenue.
ficers
from
the state down, giving dent. Miss Teare. late of Chieaen.
logue, address,
their services and time free of charge and other citizens of Santa Fe, that
'Phone Black 223.
for love of the cause.
COL. JAS.W.WiLLS3Sj.)L
we feel how inadequate are the plain
The convention closed with the English words "Thank You" to exGoods Called for and Delivered.
Doxology. We feel sure every dele- - press our appreciation and delight.
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Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July

3, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, aiade
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
NW
SW1-4- ,
and W
SE
S
Section 23, Township 21
SW
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
2

4

Sept

5, 1912.

2

Claimant names as witneEses:
Flavio Montoya, Jesus M. Sanchez,
Rafael Herrera y Ortega, librado Her-rerEspanola, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTluRO.

NOW

IS THE TIME to

Porch, Park
Lawn
Sets, Swings,
and

AwningsandScreensinade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.
specialty.
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It will not pay you tc waste your
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when you can get them already print,
ed at tli New Mexlak
Printing
I
Register. Company.
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westbound.

Returning, arrive at Santa Fa,
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p. m.
cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
Lodge and Pecos Valley points shoaid now
No. 1, A. F. & A. M, leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
lingular communi- heretofore. Connection leaves Albucation first Monday querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20
of each month at a. m.
HaM
Masonic
at
D. & h. G. Ry.
7:: ::o.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
A LAX 11. Mi CORll, W. M.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
E. L1XXKY, Secretary.
NEW MEXI.O CENTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. n., connects "with,
Santa Fe Chapter Xo.
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
1, K. A. M.
Regular
Arrive 4:15 p. in. with connections
convocation
second
from Xo. 3 cast.
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7::io ii. m.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
('HAS. A. AV11KKLOX.
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.
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We are still rounding up LOW SHOES and
OXFORDS, which are being slaughtered
AT HALF PRICE.

(,,,as

artih'r

AT-LAW-

Io

Santa

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
('ominandery
Regular
Attorney an. Counselor at Law.
conclave fourth Monitooms
day in each month at Capiti.1 Oily lsunk Building,
Masonic Hall at
Santa Fe, New Mexico
of
). in.
Assistant District Attorney, First
11. KKNXKDY
K. ('.
Judicial District
w. :. OttlFFIN. Recorder.
you
G. W. PRICHARD,
Santa Fe Lodge of PerSTANDARD
Attorney and Counaelb.- at Law.
fection Xo. , llth dePractice iu all the District Courts
gree. Ancient and Ac and gives special attention to cases
cepted Scottish Rite of before the State Supreme Cour
Free Masonry meets on Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
the third Monday of each month at
!
7::H) o'clock in the evening in Mason
HARRY D. MOULTON,
ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visit in
Attorney-at-Law- .
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
vited to attend.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
CARTWRICHT, 32.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Si'
Venerable Master
oh Sale al $2.75
McKEAN & uHEETHAM,
Xo.

1,

K. T.

17-1-

Every Summer we make these Great Cuts
in Prices in order to make a clean roundup
all OXFORDS we have on hand to get ready
for the FALL SHOES. The money
invest
at this sale will pay you as well as
OIL STOCK.

Shoe Up the Whole Family Right Now
It's Your Great Shoe Opportunity.
Men's Low Shoes, Regular, $3.50 and $4.00, Nom
4.00
4.50,
" " "
4.50
5.00, "
One lot of Odds and Ends, 4.50
5.00 values, vour choice

3.15
3.50
2.00

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS
CA
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A

in

11111

$3.50 and $4.00 styles

while they last,

$1.95

Women's Oxfords and Colonials, Regular $4.00, On Sale at
'
"
"
Slippers,
3.50, " "
"
"
2.50, "

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCHOOL
CHOICE LECTURE SERIES
Dr. AHiot gave a most

interesting

lecture on American Sculpture last
Friilnv nfternoon. and the influence
the French and German schools had
had upon American art.
Fifty years
ago the tendency in America was to
favor the French canons In sculpture,
but since the year 1S7S, American
sculptors have gained their knowledge of art from the old world schools
and have developed an originality of
their own which make them absolutely different from any other school.
This new development is in no way
bizarre or extreme but is the growth
of a new nation, the amalgamation
of different races combined with new
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in the last three cen- -

s

of sculpture
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month.
Visit ing Practice Attorney
in the Courts and before
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Land Department.
ed and welcome.
Land grants and titles examined.
FRANK T. IiLANDY,
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-ciExalted Ruler,
N. M.
P: M. A. LIEXAU,
Secretary.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Santa Fe Camp
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A.
1:1.114,
Practice in the District Court as
meets second Tues- well as before the Supreme Court ol
day each month, so- the State.
cial meeting third Las Cruces, New Mexico.
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO
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ing neighbors welcome.
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A. C WH1TTIER, Consul.
Tell your story to
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Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertii
ment :n 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
DR. W.

--

STANDLE G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m,
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
to 3 P.
OFFICE HOURS.
1

M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63.

Work for the New Mexican. It la
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
Today's news todry. You get It in
the New Mexican.
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SUMMER TO U R I ST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM

THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE.

Stations on the Denver

& Rio

Grande

EFFECT

tTn-io- n

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W.
Shea, F. P. A., Santa Fe.
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POST OFFICE BILL

BODSK WHIPS Helping a Woman
CHANGED IN SENATE Tffir&LONDES Generally means helping an entire family.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 12 Senator
Overman's amendment to the postof-fictha formerly was with tlhe Philadelbill to appropriate $250,000 for
phia Athletics and Walker came from highway work in each state,
to be
the Washington American
league available when a state
appropriated
team.
a like sum, was defeated today. The
Shackleford good roads feature of the
PIRATE NEAR MINISTER.
bill adopted in the house would give
In the major ranks today the game!
aid to the maintenance of all
is dignified with the presence of a general
used
for public purposes.
roads
near minister. If this youngster is
In place of the house provision, the
ordained he will be known as Maxwell G. Carnarius, but on the battlef- senate committee proposed to have
ield, as a member of the Pirate crew,: a good roads commission investigate
the subject of federal aid before any
he is designated only as Max Carey,
Next year Carey, or Carnarius, as direct appropriations are made.
you see fit to call him, will become &
By a vote of 37 to 51 the senate
Lutheran minister,
but finally struck out the house provision
whether ihe will take up that profes-- l and adopetd an amendment providing
sion upon his graduation remains to an investigating committee of senabe seen. Carey is studying for the tors and representatives to report
pulpit at the St. Louis Theological soon on federal aid for employes.
Seminary during the winter and play-- j
a
The senate placed in the bill,
ing ball during the summer. If his
to compel publishers of
provision
as
ball
a
prowess
player is a enterthe mai's to file
ion of his ability as a minister hej newspapers using
with
the
general twice a
postmaster
should be a power in the religious
year the names and addresses of ediworld.
tors, publishers and owners of the
paper.
NEW THIRD SACKER.
The statement would include the
The Cardinals have purchased
a
new third sacker.
He is George names of the stockholders if the paWhited, now doing good work for tine per is run by a corporation and the
Jacksonville (South Atlantic League) names of bond and mortgage holders.
club. The price paid for the recruit The provision would compel newspair, said to be ?3,000.
He will report to pers to mark all reading matter pubthe Cardinals after the close of the lished for pay as "advertisements."
A provision providing the maximum
South Atlantic season and in all prob-mail
ability will get a chance to show his salary of rural free delivery
worth as a big leaguer right at the carriers at $1200 a year was incorstart.
porated.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. FailDOUGLAS TO JOIN WHITE SOX. ure of the sugar tariff bill, and the
Chicago, 111., Aug. 12 Bill Douglas excise tax measure was feared today
right hand hurler, who has been mak- by Democratic leaders of the house.
ing a name for himself with the Des Both bills are in conference.
House
Moines club of the Western league, conferees insist upon a sugar tariff
today is the property of the White reduction much below the basis the
Sox. He will join the Sox about Au- senate will accept. There
appears lit
gust 20.
e

ALBUQUERQUE
US. SANTA FE
(By Daniel C. Ortiz.)
The Albuquerque Antlered

Tribe
Santa Fe
yesterday defeated their
hrothers in a base ball game at the
College grounds by the close score of
C to 5.
.The Albuquerque Elks took
advantage of the costly errors piled
up by the Santa Fe team. The Albuquerque Elks by winning yesterday's
game now claim to be the B. P. O. E.
(Best Players On Earth), and in the
return game in Albuquerque the local
Elks will try to take the title away
from the Duke
City aggregation.
"Doc" McCarthy, who was in the
mound for the local tribe was in
splendid form, and pitched with a full
head of steam on, and his twisters
sizzled and smoked as they flashed
hy the plate for whiffs or floated
gracefully into easy flies which were
He
dropped by the locaL infielders.
"was a little wild in the early innings,
T)ut soon settled down and after the
fifth inning not a single visitor reached first.
He disposed of ten batters
via the "strike out" special, in seven innings, and didn't issue any free
tickets to first base, but he was given
miserable support. Hutchison for
Albuquerque was also in good form,
"but also was given poor support. He
struck out eight men and helped to
win the game by his timely hits at
the bat. Manuel B. Otero, the
short stop of the Santa Fe Centrals, and now Collector of Internal
Revenue, played second
for the locals; besides being Internal Revenue
Collector he is collector of speedy
curves.
In the first inning yesterday he collected one of Hutchison's
out shoots and sent the pill far away
to allow him to make the trip of the
bases, he also secured a single in the
ninth, and drew a free transportation
in the third inning; he played a star
game on second, where he collected
several grounders.
Clancy played a
star game on third, and at the bat
Tie secured a home run, a single and
was hit by a pitched ball, out of four
Mike Stanton played
a
times up.
brilliant game on first, accepting six
chances, two or three of them being
difficult ones, without making a sinHe made a hit with the
gle misplay.
fans, especially with the fair sex.
Kunz, for Albuquerque, played a fast
game at short field, and also was
strong at the bat, and fast on the
liases; he secured a double and a sacrifice out of three times up, besides
Moore, the local
pilfering a base.
short stop, scored two of the five runs
Eiade by the locals.
Roy McDonald,
the veteran Albuquerque
backstop
yesterday was behind the bat catch
ing Hutchison's speedy curves and
played in his old time form when he
was the star catcher of Xew Mexico.
Yesterday he accend eleven chances
perfectly without a single error.
W. D. Shea umpired the game in
tig league fashion; he gave general
satisfaction to the players as well as
to the crowd (who generally are
hard to satisfy), he was extra fair
or. his decisions in balls and strikes,
and when it came to a close decision
on the bases he was always on the
old-tim- e

'

ers stole third and scored when Harris sacrificed; Graham struck out for
the third out, leaving the score two
to one in favor of Albuquerque.
In
the second Santa Fe failed to score.
In the third they scored one. Davis
fiied out to Graham, Moore singled,

Otero walked, Moore going to second, Clancy singled scoring Moore
and advancing Otero to third; Myers, who had fielded the ball, threw
wild from center and Clancy took second but Otero was caught at the plate
Stanton reached
trying to score,
first on a fielders choice, Clancy Vent
on
to third and Stanton to second
passed ball but they died there as
In the fourth
McCarthy struck out.
Albuquerque scored one more, Hutchison scored on Kunz's sacrifice fly,
Wilson fanned, and Myers flied out
Clancy for the tbsrd out. In the
fourth Santa Fe scored one, Dunbaugh
hit a sharp liner to Kunz who fielded
well the ball but Mearns dropped
Kunz's throw and Dunbaugh was safe
on first; Neis fiied out to Graham who
made a wild throw to first and Dunbaugh took second, when Mearns
threw the ball to second Myers received the ball and trying to catch
Dunbaugh on third threw the ball to
the grand stand and Dunbaugh scored; Catron fanned and Davis flied out
In the fifth
to Harris for the third.
the Albuquerque bunch cinched the
game when they scored three runs.
Harris singled, Graham followed suit
advancing Harris to third, Mearns
fanned, Mardof was hit by a pitched
ball filling the bases, Harris scored
on a wild throw by Moore, and Gra
ham went to third, McDonald hit a
liner to McCarthy who threw the ball
home trying to catch Graham, but
Dunbaugh dropped the ball and Graham scored, Mardorf reaching second and McDonald first, Mardof stole
when Hutchison
third, and scored
singled, Kunz flied out to Clancy for
the third out. Santa Fe scored two
iu the fifth, Moore drew free transportation to first, Otero fanned, Clancy
sent the ball over the left fielder's
head for a home run, scoring Moore
ahead of him; Stanton was out, Mcmade
Donald to Mearns, McCarthy
the third out, Harris to Mearns. Not
a single Albuquerquean reached first
In the sevenafter the fifth inning.
th Santa Fe threatened to score
when with two out Otero singled and
Clancy was next to the bat but was
put out, Hutchison to Mearns.

HUNT SOLD

TO WHITE

SOX.

E

Portland, Ore., Aug. 12. Southpaw
Ben Hunt of the Tacoma team has
been purchased1 outright by Ted Sullivan, scout for the Chicago White
Sox. Sullivan bid $3,000 for Hunt for

MANAGUA IS

IS CATRON

United States Senator Catron will
paid $400 for be
the keynote sounder at the Albuquerque republican convention, September 12. The senator has been
chosen by the committee to act as
temporary chairman and will likely
as permanent
guide the convention
officer.
presiding
'
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
The senator was chosen as the fitWon Lost Pet.
ting
representative to speak on this
Xew York
73
28
.72, occasion in which national affairs are
fifi
Chicago
.647 in issue and he will he
r,6
fully equipped
39
40
.596 to handle those
Pittsburg
questions which will
A. E.
53
4S
.52-Philadelphia
interest the convention.
0 0
Cincinnati
47
57
450
This is the second gathering of the
3 0 St.
Louis
46
59
.438
sort held by the party this year, the
4 1
ss
Brooklyn
fif,
.365
first having contented itself with the
3 1 Boston
28
73
.277
selection of delegates to the national
0 0
convention. A full set of candidates
0 0
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
a
0 2
Won Lost Pet. including presidential electors and
candidate for congressman,
will be
0 0 Boston
73
34
.685
named by the coming convention.
0 1 Washington
6(!
42
.611

ALBUQUERQUE.
AB. R. H. PO.
3 1 0 0
Mardof, 3b
8
3 0 0
McDonald, c
3 1 2 1
Hutchison, p
2
2 1 1
Kunz, ss
3 0 0
0
Wilson, U
0 0 0 0
Arniijo, If
0
Myers, cf
2 1 1
1
Harris, 2b
3 1 1
2
Graham, rf
3 0 0 7 0 1
Mearns, lb
25 6 6 21 10 G
Totals
SANTA FE
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
1 1 2
3 2 1
Moore, ss
0 4 1
3 1 2
Otero, 2b
0 0
2
3 1 2
Clancy, 3b
3 0 0
6 0 0
Stanton
3 0 0 0 2 1
McCarthy, p
1 2
3 1 0 10
Dunbaugh, c
3 0 0
1 0 0
Xeis, rf
3 0 1
0 0 0
Catron, cf
3 0 0
0 0 0
Davis, If
"spot"
S
0
5 C20
27
Totals
The game was stopped at the end
McDonald out for not touching first
ot the seventh inning
by previous
base.
agreement to allow the Albuquerque
O.
E.
B.
a
chance
P.
members of the
to cool off before leaving for their TY COBB IS STABBED
IN BACK BY THREE
tropical climate. Many thought that
UNIDENTIFIED MEN.
the
had
been
the game
stopped by
mounted police, in the seventh inning,
as it was rumored before the game, His Agility Saved Him From Death
to Be
that the police would be on the watch, and His Injuries Are Said
Slight.
no
circumstances
and that under
would they allow the game to go over
12. "Ty"
Syracuse, X. Y., Aug.
nine rounds, hut as the game was Cobb
was attacked and stabbed in the
ended in the seventh no police interunidentified men in Dehack
ference was necessary, and Shea as troit by threewhile on his
way to the
today
A large
referee did his duty well.
which was to bring him and the
train
crowd composed of Santa Fe and
team here for an exhibition game this
fans witnessed the game; a afternoon. Cobb's
agility saved him
was
ladies.
crowd
large part of the
from possible death. His injuries are
The Albuquerque excursionists found slight.
the weather in Santa Fe cool and
Cobb was driving his automobile to
comfortable, and instead of being the
station, accompanied by his wife,
to
"home sick" they hated
go back when three assailants
appeared from
to the burning sun of Albuquerque. A behind a wooden
and ordered
fat member of the Albuquerque B. P. the car to stop. building
The men were part-l- j
O. E., Mr. C
said that Santa Fe's
intoxicated and when the machine
climate was as cool and refreshing came to a stop, Cobb jumped out and
as Long Beach or any other place in began to argue with the men. The
California, end I believe it was so, trio then demanded money and made
because his face was full of smiles a
lunge at Cobb. Cobb attacked the
.and it was visible that he was feel- men, and then began a general fight.
ing like a new man, as he rooted for One man was knocked down with a
his home team from the start until blow on the ehin, another ran, while
In an article in the the third grabbed Cobb around the
after the game.
Morning Journal Saturday morning neck. While the pair were struggling
about the game, it said that the Al the thug pulled a knife and inflicted a
buquerque Elks were going to bring wound in Cobb's back. Cobb finally
an adding machine to add up their shook off the assailant and regained
runs; as they didn't use it, and they his car. Cobb was treated here on
couldn't find it when they left last the arrival of the Detroit team.
Cobb tried to keep the matter quiet
night for home, they will be pleased
to know that an old adding machine and would not discuss it.
"was found this morning in the road
Detroit, la., Aug. 12. The managebetween Henry Krick's Brewery end ment of the Detroit American League
the Santa Fe depot; if they want it. Baseball team said nothing had been
it will be sent to them if they send heard in Detroit regarding the stabthe money to prepay the freight.
bing of Cobb until the news came
The police had
The Santa Fe band yesterday gave from Syracuse.
a concert before and during the heard nothing of the reported attack.
game, which added greatly to the afJENNINGS STAYS WITH DETROIT.
ternoon's amusement.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 12. Hugh JenThe story of the game follows:
nings
signed a contract to conIn the first inning- Albuquerque fail- tinue today
as manager of the Detroit
ed to score. In its half the Santa Fe American
league baseball team for
Tribe, scored one, with one out Man- the next two years. His salary is
uel Otero connected with one of Hut- said to be the highest paid an Americhison's speedy curves and sent the can league manager.
pill between left and center field for
a round trip of the circuit scoring TWO BIG LEAGUERS ON THE
the first run for Santa Fe. In the
SKIDS.
second inning Albuquerque scored
Baltimore, Aug. 12. Pitchers "Doc"
two, Kunz doubled and stole third; Martin and Dixie Walker have been
Moore caught Wilson's easy fly but sold by the Baltimore International
threw wild trying to catch Kunz, and league club to the Wilkesbarre club
Kunz scored on the wild throw; My-- , of the New York State league. Mar- -
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tle hope of the deadlock being broken.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12 Without a word of debate, the senate today adopted the Bourne-Bristoparcels post plan as a substitute for the
house parcels post provision in the
postoffice appropriation bill.
The Bourne-Bristoplan would divide the country into eight zones.
Within a fifty mile radius the rate
would be fixed at five cents for the
first pound, and three cents for each
additional pound of fourth class matter. A graduated rate to cover the
other zones would increase to twelve
cents a pound in the eighth zone, covering points more than 1900 miles
apart. The house prc&ision outlines
a straight twelve cent rate on
parcels
weighing up to 11 pounds.
D.
Washington,
C, Aug. 12. Majority leader Underwood of the house
predicts an adjourrment of congress
this week, unless President Taft vetoes the legislative, executive and judicial bills.
Mr. Taft said he would
veto the measure because ot its amendments to abolish the commerce
court and limit the tenure of office
of civil service employes to seven
years.
w
Mr. Underwood xill attempt to pass
the wool revision bill over the president's veto.
Failing in this, he will
notat tempt to press any more tariff
legislation.
President Taft to!d Chairman Fitzgerald of the house
appropriations
committee he would veto the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill if it came to him with the
amendments referred to.
Mr. Fitzgerald is said to have replied that an attempt to pass it over
the veto would surely be made. Mr.
Fitzgerald predicted congress would
not soon adjourn if things
turned
out tha tway.

fall

him.

51
51

Managua, Xicaragua, Aug. 12. Despite the armistice, the Xicaraguan inof
surgents began the bombardment
the capital at noon today. The firing
continued
all afternoon,
schrapnel
shells bursting with occasionally machine gun firing on the lines.
Several women and children were
wounded by bullets from the bursting
shells and many persons have fled
from the city. The guns on Loma
hill, teh fortress of the city, are replying to the fire of the revolutionaries.
The Xicaraguan government is said
to be depending on the support ot
the United States.
San Juan del Sur, Aug. 12. Tt is reported here that Xandaime, about 35
miles south of. Managua, was occupied
yesterday by the government troops
who left Rivas on Friday to attack
General Mena's revolutionary force
.5SS
there.
.495
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. For
.495!
Ihe protection of American interests
.472!
in Xicaraugua, 350 marine.: left Pan.330!
CHICAGO GRAIN.
ama today for Corinto aboard the col. 311
12. Prospects
Chicago, 111., Aug.
lier Justin.
They will supplement
for large yields evidenced by the govAnfrom
ernment crop report supplemented the bluejackets on the gunboat
guard at ManaPet. by private reports of a similar nature napolis who are
.570 had a bearish effect on wheat. Decem- gua, the capital.
.549 ber started at 917-a
to 92l-8c- ,
BAD STORM IN OMAHA.
.541 shade to
lower and sank to

52
55
57
71
60

.523
.505
.496
. 355
.459

Tacoma

delivery.

STANDING OF THE
CLUBS

j

Philadelphia

44
53
55
56

63
52
54
50
35
32

Clvleago
Detroit
Cleveland
St. Louis
Xew York
WESTERN

MARKETS.

71
71

LEAGUE.
Won Lost

Denver
Omaha
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Sioux City
Wichita
Topeka
Lincoln

65
62

49

60
57

5c
56
39
51

TODAY'S REPORT
NATIONAL.
St. Louis at Xew York.
Chicago at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
AMERICAN.
Chicago at Cleveland.
Only one game.

c

4

8

c

2

c

71-2- c

with October 18 for pork;
lard and 10.63 for ribs.

10.771--

2

Omaha, Xeb., Aug. 12. Wind and
which
the
accompanied
storm which visited Omaha early today did considerable damage to shade
trees and electric wires. The rainfall was about 9.2 inches.
Reports of more serious damage
came from various points in the state,
tut the crippled condition of telephone
and telegraph lines make details hard
to obta'in.
Xorfolk reports several thousand
dollars damage by wind, while
at
ruined
for Harman a heavy lhailstorm
crops. Xo loss of life is reported.

lightning
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NATIONAL.
R. H. E.
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FORGET
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Smith
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Batteries:
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3

Rucker

and

6
9

1

3

At Xew York
R. H. E.
Xew York
611 5
St. Louis
8 10 0
Batteries: Ames, Mathewson
and
Meyers; Harmon, Salee and Wingo.
At Philadelphia

R. H. E.

Philadelphia

Cincinnati

Batteries: Alexander
Fromme and McLean.

1
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0

2

8
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WELL, ILL BET YOULL
NOT fORGET IT THE
AEXT TIME fff
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7

0

0
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O'Xeill;
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R. C. Dillon, Albuquerque.
R. C. Warwick Roswell.

Robbers Blew Safe and Laid Money
Bare But Were So Frightened They
Fled Without Taking Loot.

Mildred Margaret, Albuquerque.
Sophia Xickles, Albuquerque.
Geo. C. Chapman, Albuquerque.
D. B. Sellers, Albuquerque.
Sylrvanus Griswolu, City.
H. W. Schweder and wife, Albuquerque.
Jesus Peornan, Albuquerque.
Ed Black, Albuquerque.
Sim Colley, Springer.
Howard Beckley, Jtaton.
Hiram Phillips, St. Louis.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
CORONADO.
Rafael Trujillo, Albuquerque.
John Stafford', Espanola.
Will Read, Espanola.
M. Clifton Hogshead, Albuquerque.
H. A. Ballard, Encino.
J Bucking, Encino.
June Stroeck, Albuquerque.
Fidel Ortiz, Las Vegas.

New Westminster, B. C, Aug. 12.
After shattering the safe in the Royal
theater with charges of
ine, the strength of which was evi- dently underestimated safe blowers
iwere so frightened last night by the
heavy explosion they did not take the
maney which lay in plain sight. Fire
followed the explosion but was extin-- '
nitro-glycer-

guished

DIDN'T
ABOUT

ASKED TO PAY.

Washington. D. C. A112. 12. The
state department aeain has aak-eCuba to pay $300,000 remaining due
on the Rellly contract for the water
works plant and sanitation of
The Cuban congress has appropriated money for the payment and
several requests have been made for
it by this government.
It is denied
that the request has taken the form
of an ultimatum.
Cien-fuego-

Adi

Drlngl

without much damage,

The theater is located only two
blocks from the police station and an
equal distance from the bank of Mon-- i
treal where last September robbers
secured $257,000.

STREET CAR HELD UP.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 12. A street
hold up and the robbingo f passengers
ion a crowded street car netted ban- dits more than $2,000 today.
Four robbers boarded a Western
avenue car, covered the passengers1 TIME TABLE ALL
with revolvers and escaped after takLOCAL TRAINS
ing $31 and a watch from the conduc-- j
tor. Several passengers, among whom
The following are the time table
were women, were forced to give up of the local railroads:
'their jewelry. A. C. Ttiumm, owner!
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
of a chain of cigar stores, was chok-Leave
ei into unconsciousness and robbed
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 3
.of $1500 and jewelry valued at $500, westbound and Xo. 10 eastbound.
by three men on the north side. The
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
robbers escaped.
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with Xo. 1 westbound and No.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
'

!

eastbound.

PALACE.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con.Jay Stern, Las Vegas.
Frank Winters, Las Vegas.
nect with Xo. 7 westbouni and No. 4
L. C. Hoskins, Las Vegas.
eastbound
M. Stern, Las Vegas.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
C. J. Willerstadt, El Paso.
p. m.
Miss R. King, Albuquerque.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to conR. C. Montgomery, Denver.
nect with Xo. 8 eastbound and No. S
F. W. McXamara, Chicago.
westbound.
C. G. Xordorf, Las Vegas.
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:20
W. McMillan, Las Vegas.
p. m.
D. J. Young, Las Vegas.
cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
John W. Dowd, Las Vegas.
and Pecos Valley points shouii now
H. L. Johnston, Las Vegas.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 at
M. Keeby, Denver.
heretofore. Connection leaves AlbuLouis J. Benjamin, Albuquerque.
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20
John Clark, Albuquerque.
a. m.
W. H. Haywood, Albuquerque..
D. & T. G. Ry. .
E. J. Kenney, Xew York.
"
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Jack Lewis, Albuquerque.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
James J. Henry and wife, City.
NEW MEXI-- O CENTRAL RY
Mrs. A. W. Bauer, Topeka.
Mrs. Evelyn Castle, City.
Leave 12:45 p. in., connects with
B. W. Briggs, Albuquerque.
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
George Simons, Albuquerque.
W. T. Thornton, City.
from No. 3 east.
W. E. Cogdell and wife, City.
Rev. H. M. Shields, Dawson.
E. G. Smith, City.
A. S. Peck, Albuquerque.
Five Widely Different
Frank Stewart, Cowles.
A. E. Miller, Chicago.
Magazines
A. G. Sorney, Kansas
Want a Representative
City.
Wm. E. Stimpson, Denver.
To Cover Local Territory
C. H. Starkweather,
Chicago.
G. W. Knight, El Paso.
There is Big Money for the
MONTEZUMA.
right person. Man or woman,
W. M. Atkinson, Roswell .
young or old, if you want work
T. D. White, Roswell.
for one hour or 8 hours a day,
write at once to
L. R. Richards, Roswell.
Ben Baker, Roswell.
THE BUTTERICK
PUBLISHING
CO.,
M. C. Stewart, Roswell.
Butteriek Building, New York.
Dave Mack, Roswell.
W. E. Wiseley & Sons, Roswell.
W. E. Warwick, Roswell.
E. Minott, Salt Lake.
A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
Aldo Leopold, Tres Piedras.
Or at Least His Capital I
J. C. Hirmas, City.
Mr. and Mrs. McSchneffles,
EspaWhere Do You Get Shaved ?
nola.
Mrs. C. L. Overby, Clovis.
IS THE BEST PLACE
Mrs. James A. Latta, Clovis.
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
Harvey Potman and wife, City.
Mr. Xash, wife and son,
Albuquerque.
Mrs. B. Evans, Denver.
Abe Hixenbaugh, Raton.
H. M. Shields, Dawson.
J. L. Worth, San Pedro.
X. VinartJh, San Pedro.
C. D. Williams, San Pedro.
The Greatest Discovery of the Age.
E. G. Hendrics, Lamar, Colo.
Made
from the formula of an EmA. C. Mitchell, Lamar, Colo.
inent German Doctor. It will
J. C. Efflnger, Louisiana.
W. M. Sheridan and son, Louisiana. cure all rheumatic and muscular
J. McKee and three ladies, Albu- pains in both old and young. Recognized by most leading doctors
querque.
W. G. Means, wife and
niece, Albu- as the greatest cure for Rheumaquerque.
tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
H. T. Pickard, Albuquerque.
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Emil James, Socorro.
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
John Lewis, Clark, Albuquerque.
quickly removed by following the
J. W. Prestell, Albuquerque.
directions closely that accompany
Miss Watson, Albuquerque.
each package of UNCLE ABE'S
Miss Dye, Albuquerque.
RHEUMATISM SOAP. GuaranRoy Wright, City.
teed under the Food and Drugs
P. J. Johnston, Albuquerque.
Act
J. C. Sinclair, Albuquerque.
KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
R. H. Hutchinson, Albuquerque.
No. I Hrtdge Plaza,
Suite 34 and 35, Dept. 9.
M. Keeley, Denver.
Island Cltv. New York.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ham, Albu- Price 2Rc Long
per pkg. Bv Mail add 60. for Postage
ALL MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED'
querque.
T. D. Comb, Albuquerque.
O. A. Matson, Albuquerque.
E. L. Groce, Albuquerque.
J. W. Hoats, Albuquerque.
4 Horse Power
Wm. Rowe, Albuquerque.
'
A. B. Betz, Albuquerque.
PRICE, $165.00
W. M. Haywood, Albuquerque.
With Imported Magneto.
J. A. Wilson, Albuquerque.
AiMotorOyde without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.
Geo. C. Hickman,
Albuquerque.
T. Harris, Albuquerque.
C. B. Chartley, Chicago.
D. H. Lonergan,
Albuquerque.
Jere Xoggood, Albuquerque.
John Lee Clark, Albuquerque.
F. M. Day, Jr., Albuquerque.
Percy Hughes, Albuquerque.
Lloyd Johnston, Albuquerque.
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.
J. D. Sena, City.
Dr. Sheridan, Albuquerque."
PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
Easy-Sellin-

g

t
.

.

IV.
n
Cn.Wt.
ucy
tiiiitii, Aiuunuerque.
T

Pope Motor Cycle

.

New Mexican Want
results every time.

For sale by all druggists.

'j.

AMERICAN.
At Cleveland.
Cleveland
Chicago
Batteries:
Kahler and
Walsh and Kuhn.
CUBA

ROYAL THEATER AT
NEW WESTMINSTER
, WRECKED BY

RHEUMATISM SOAP

Miller;

Adams and Gibson.

and all these ailments
will disappear. She will
soon recover her strength
and healthy activity for
Foley Kidney Pills are
healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
medicine for all Kidney, Bladder anil.

UNCLE ABE'S

and Rariden;
and Xeedham, Cot

At Brooklyn.
Brooklyn

I

EVERETT.

Batteries: Donnelly
Lavender,
ter.

Foley
Kidney Pills

SAWYER'S

TODAY 'S GAMES
At Boston.
Boston
Chicago

steadying at 31
There was fair volume of trade in
Decorn, held by stronger cables.
cember opened
lower to a shade
to 54c3-4and steadhigher at 54
ied at 54
Demand from cash houses was evident in the oats pit. December opened a shade to
higher at
32
to 32
and fell otr to 32
Provisions advance at the start on
a strong demand but fell off under
First transactions ranged
selling.
from 21-2lower to
higher,
91

Her back aches so she can hardly drag
around. Ker nerves are on edge and she
is nearly wild. Headache and Sleeplessness unfit her for the care of her family.
Rheumatic Fains and Lumbago rack her
body. But, let her take

Washington, Aug. 12. As tipplers
blondes are outclassed by brunettes.
Army medical officers have arrived
at this conclusion as a result of two
years' observation of enlisted men in
the Philippine scouts, the Philippine
constabulary and the Manila police
The reports show that while
force.
fair men are the equal of their dark
comraaes m auimy to wunsiaiia ine
llll.ni;cll Cllillaic, 111 Vliaiiij,, tuuauim
strength and intellect, they are lackit
ing in staying qualities when
comes to battling with John Barleycorn.
,
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'and the great movement that we see!
in all parts o our country in city
planning and the movement of the.
city beautiful is but a reawakening oil
the ancient idea.

BUSINESS MEN AT
LUNCHEON

TO-DA- Y

Great Bargains

Man-Tailore-

IN-

Garments

d

Ones!

For Almost the Price

of Ready-Mad- e
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a
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be
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The new Portfolio of Fashion for Ladies and Misses, has arVISITORS AND GOOD FEELING IS PRO! and comprehensive
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rived. It portrays the most charming line of Fall and
Denver
are three
phia, Chicago and
MOTED AMONG LOCAL BOOSTERS.
Winter Styles we have ever shown.
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smaller
to
models
the
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nmnicipaliYour Patronage Solicited
TO-DA- Y
lunch held at lies.
The develoimiem of the civic
The businessmen's
Ave.
125
Palace
the
most
is
promicenter
I'hfi Palace todav onlv indicated that
naturally
FIT AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
in the scheme of city:
the continuation of these gatherings ent Mature
H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
. 6. LAUGHUN, President
Santa re 13 fortunate in
planning.
will be at once helptul ana
llaving been Iaid Qllt (11.j,,jmiliy ou the mediate family.
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
The attendance today was an
Gen. A. S. Ilrookes lias received
nlodel of European cities with the
crease over that of a week ago and ' central 1)laza surrounded by public word from .Mrs. IJrookes in California
,
ex-the same spirit of good fellowship
u ig fommate aIi0 ln that their little daughter is improving
buUdings
'lsteu tnat was manliest at inai meet.- - j ving the old Spanish type of archi-- . noticeably and shows every indica- mg.
tecture as its unique feature. By de- - tion of gaining that strength for which
The party had seats nearer to the
veloping this city in accordance with they have so long been striving,
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kitchen and the service was up to the original plan and by maintaining;
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Incorporated 1903
de1
'standard though Mr. Mendenhall
t
new
m
he
the Spanish architecture
clares that next week it will be im-- ! public building which will be erected
of
proved still more. The pleasure
from time to time, this city may be
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guests who gave brief and very inter- of the country persons wno are inter today by J. H. Liggett, sheriff of Kilt
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A
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originated
complaint,
Dr.
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President Renehan called on Dr. other
parties through certain
Wilson of Jones Hopkins University, Hewett, who spoke as follows:
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some
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Carrol of Washington, D.
day, he would not detain the gather, Clerk at Montezuma
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THE HIGH PLANK.

Lay a plank on the ground, and a million people will walk it without
Lift it 25 feet high, and only one in a thousand
thought of losing balance.
will dare to walk it. Lift it 100 feet, and not more than one in a million1
will venture upon it.
It illustrates the difference between littleness and bigness of purpose;
and that difference is not in the plank, but in people.
A big thing is generally done just as easily as a liltle one if one only
gets at it with proper force applied in the right place. The big automobiles
run with less noise and seeming strain than the little ones. The giant locomotive seems to guide with greater ease than the dummy engine.
The main difference between the millionaire and the pauper is that
the one frames his thoughts to the forms of millions and the other ihis to
forms of pennies.
The main difference between the educated man and the ignorant one
is that the one sizes upon the essential things and the other does not.
Some of the most hiehlv educated men t:he world knows, or ever has
known, have had the least learninc. Some of the world's most learned men
nave been the most ignorant.
What do you know that counts? There is the measure of your educa
tion. What do you know and do to make yourself better and braver and
iwm-oiu tiio moisniu nf vnnr rpfii
hriiriiw The
in, minor-- !
tunity.
It is really no harder to walk the 'high plank than the low one, except
for 'fear. The many look down and fail through dizziness. The few look
straight ahead, confident, of success.
But remember this:
However high your plank may be, make sure that you are walking it
to something worth while.
For many of the tilings that most of us deem big are really very small1;
arA many of the things that most of us deem little are very big.
Men have controlled kingdoms who did not regulate their own homes.
Men have won fortunes while wasting their lives.
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Valley Ranch Activities.
Valley Ranch, X. M., Aug. 12, 1912.
We wish to apologize for an omission ami are indebted to the worthy
grand chief, John X. Van de Vries.
tor calling the matter to our attention.
The omission was when mentioning
the names of a number of prominent
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Ashing line, having caught two fish
at least six and a half inches Ions
during tfae last week, but in addition
has almost learned how to count in
a tennis score and has learned what
the sights on a gun are for in a shooting contest, as well as other outdoor
siorts enjoyed by everyone at Valley
ranch. He is beginning to sale a

men in a previous issue, who were
making some very successful attempts
at fishing, that we omitted the name
of Mr. Van de Vnes. we assuming
'that a man of such distinguished
fame in fishing could hardly be classed with the ordinary fisherman, even
though a successful one.
Prof. Van de Vries is not only
showing great advancement in the
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to try a little conservation and use
water we each need, but not
run it down the gutters and let it go
to a useless waste?
Give the other side a show.
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
R.

J.

PALEN,

J.

President.

L. A. HUGHES,

B. READ.

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

t.

Assistant Cashier.
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was a saying Sec, these
This time it was peaches. They DEBUTANTE WHO
MARRY
are sure the real old trivial days all came into the New Mexican office on
right.
Saturday afternoon fresh from the
orchard of Mrs. Dr. Miller, and tlhey
An officer of the New York
disappeared from the basket and the
MexiGuard was made a slave by
landscape like the dew the poets have
can bandits. He ought to have been; 'always talked about when it. met the
he stood for it.
morning sun. You know how it goes.
Well, that's the way Mrs. Miller's
Taff says 'he will sign the Panama peaches went. They simply
disap- "Well, as we

MAY
YOUNG

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

ASTOR.

M
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THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N..M.

j

canal bill. Yes, and
lllynm will geared.
wish he had signed some other bills
I made mention a few days ago of
before he gets done with 'em.
the fruit possibilities in Santa Fe
county and the fact that it can be
Willyuni sends in a special message made a most productive section if
S. A. AKINS,
Proprietor.
about the health of the Indian but he only the opportunity is utilized, is fursit-;
UNDER
NEW
remains discreetly quiet as to the
AND
MANAGEMENT.
EUROPEAN PLAN.
AMERICAN
ther shown by the fruit that came in
nation of Americans in Mexico.
Saturday's basket. In this connection
I
want to mention once more, the pos
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Those Elks who came up here to
of the advantage that
sibility
may
P !nv baseball, may think they re some come to Santa Fe
by the development
pumpkins right now but just wait nn of the mesa land on and adjoining
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
we get our Bull Moose ball team the Baca
location, which is to be the
into action in Xovember.
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
prospect for shallow wells with the intention of thorough expansion and deThe exiled Haitians in Jamaica are termination of the water
If
supply.
'glad the late president of Haiti was it proves wnat it is expected to, 't
burned to death. The affection shown means mutih indeed for
Santa Fe, and
for him, almost approaches the love will bear
our business
watching
by
or
of the plebian throng for Willyuni. men and citizens.
Rooms en
It would be a
splendid asset for this city.
Mr. Taft has sent Mr. Knox to the
Mrs. Miller's peaches are tangible
funeral of the late Pmperor of Japan.
cold
of what can be done in the
There is going to be a political fun-- ; evidence
fii- -t
line.
eral in November Willyuni, where
1
Mr. Knox will fit in nicely as a chief
'
1
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mourner.
Just across the street from the court
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0
When meats get so high no onp house, the neat and well kept yard ot
made mention a few days
can afford' to eat it there will no long- wnich
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since, is one of the beauty spots of
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be
domestic
and
er
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United
is
not
in
novel
new
States.
of
Every
the
"The formation
parties
declares a Chicago authority. What's the city. It is the premises about the
campaign sees one or more of them. Generally they are the product of some
Sanitarium.
The Sisters have not
indivdual's effort, but seldom, if ever, has there been an instance where that got to do with adjusting the needed
any urging nor any suggesthe one man has been able to dominate the resulting organization as will be question of who is going to get up tions from
officials nor individuals in
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
and build the fire in the winter time''
the case here."
connection with those grounds, but
The above quotation from an eastern standpat paper shows the error: THOSE GOOD
OLD TRIVIAL DAYS. 'have kept at work, quietly and indusunder which the supporters of the old organizations are laboring. The one
n luuaij mum;i niey nave a spot, in the
In
those good old Trivial days,
man's party does not hold conventions attended by eleven hundred delegates,
""''"
center that gives a feeling of
city's
"s.- Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
with every state in the I'nion represented. The "one or more" new parties In those good old Trivial days.
rest it only looked at by the passer
to
used
We
lock
the
voters
up,
mentioned as organized in "every campaign" have never been strong enougn
by. Shady, clean, green, beautiful, it
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
On election day. always.
to meet in a national convention with a delegate attendance greater than
intensifies
only
the
contrast
ereaf
Central Location.
And
came
when
their
around,
lawyer
ANDREWS,
MISS MARGARET
that of either one of the old' parties and to build up a state organization
with the lot across the way covered
To get 'em out on bail,
of New York and Newport, 17, who
The new parties have never been able to assemin every commonwealth.
its rank growth of unsightly makes her debut in a few
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
days, is said
ble a new- set of men, fresh from the people, free from old entanglements We Trivially slugged him in the neck, weeds that are a
to the prop to have won the affections of young
disgrace
old
he
was
and
frail.
Though
and alliances, bent on the upbuilding of an organization that recognizes
owners.
It doesn't take much ef.
erty
Now when we want a little job,
or
worth $100,000,000
only a square government deal and with a desire only to uphold tihe rights
fort to clean up as many of our citi Vincent Astor,
Instead of fulsome praise,
she is "com- more.
The
say
gossips
between individuals and between the individual and the government.
zens nave proven, but it makes a big
They simply spring the record of
a year ahead of the usual
The progressive movement is not a one man's movement in any sense of
difference in the city's appearance and ing out''
Those good old Trivial days.
time so that the engagement may be
the word. The fact that the ensemble of the great Chicago convention was
is worth while. The mayor and his
November when As-- j
new proves the very force of the strength of the movement and that it is
assistants have done their share; so announced next
not the result of a disappointment to one man or a few men, but a tremen- MAGGIE MILGATES AT have many of our citizens, but there tor becomes of age.
dous uprising that will not down. Had the convention been composed, even
are some
looking spots here
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
A SUMMER RESORT and there, tough
in pan, of the old leaders and bosses of the old organizations, the argument
like the vacant lot on
of the Interior.
used by the standpat journals would apply, but it is futile and unavailing
Palace avenue which is brought out Department
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By this means
old
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after.
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-currency."
ny does that man come life, that there are two sides to
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He was huddled on a question.
So it is with the city wa- 9th day of October, 1912.
The declaration of the progressives at Chicago was nothing more nor less bench in the hotel
grounds letting the ter and its smell.
Claimant names as witnesses:
It. was such an utterance as a band of!
than a declaration of independence.
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"Our aim should be the same in both state and nation; that is, to use
conditions in Santa Fe as to the rela(010493)
the government as an efficient agency for the practical betterment of social
tive amount :ised as compared
to
and economic conditions throughout this land."
other cities and the results, and the! Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
ONE DOLLAR BUYS
The above quotation has the ring of the uplift in life and in government.
sum up of the whole thing is that our
It does not sound demagogical nor anarchistic nor dangerous. It is an extract'
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citizens can aid in giving us better July 22, 1912.
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A Chicago judge has ruled that a husband must furnish a w ife a living
and cannot De what we call, fresh. Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
according to her degree of beauty. That would give some men a chance for morning sun soak into him like he was It is not infected nor dangerous, but day of Sept., 1912.
awful cheap living. On the other hand it might be the occasion of a dif- praying for it to save his last spark stale.
as witnesses:
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of life. He was wrapped up in a gray
ference of opinion between a man and his wife.
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04728-11-90-

4

COMPAN

2

4

five-yea-

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

s

j

2

no-tic-

....

o

Per

THE ALBANY HOTEL

'

for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
rooms
day. Try one of these moderate
be pleased.
Fire
with bath, and you
Proof
with bath.
every

This

something

j

,t i

t

1

L
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NOTICE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

AUGUST 12, 1912.

MONDAY,

FOR

PUBLICATION.

before Harry C. Kinsell, U. S. Commr.
Stanley, X. Mex., on the 1C day of
Department of the Interior,
September, 1912.
THREE
AND
NURSES
THREE
V. S. Land Ofilce at Santa Fe, X. M. ' Claimant names as w itnesses:
IN THE GREAT MANDOCTORS
Villanue-XoticThomas
Pino
Villanueva,
July 29. 1912.
BUT
SION NOW,
THERE ARE
is hereby given that Antonio p a. Gregorio Padia. and Jose
TO BE EIGHT NURSES AND
of Galisteo, X. M., who, on! nueva, all of Galisteo, X. M.
ANOTHER DOCTOR
BEAUTIFUL
MANUEL R. OTERO,
July S, 1907, made homestead entry
NURSERY IN LAVENDER AND
No. 1171S for XW
Register
Section 14,1
MOTHER-MADTHINGS THE
Township 13 X., Range 9 E., X. M. P.J
WANT? A BOY.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final
proof, to estab- - working for you, for Santa Fe ai.d the
lish claim to the land above described, new state.
Xew York. Aug. 12. All the marble mansions in Fifth avenue
are
deserted.
But loads of tourists,
every evening, ride up the famous
thoroughfare to view the splendid
phonies of the "id'e rich" and see, during these
only
silent,
boarded-upalaces.
But as E. Sixty-fiftstreet comes
!nro view, everyone notices a
light
i.! a corner room on the second
floor
of a great house; all the rest of the
massive granite pile is dark.
The people atop of the bus, vender about this one bright spot in the
whole deserted avenue.
And then
someone whispers:
"That is the Astor mansion."
Then everyone guesses the truth
that in that soliatry lighted room,
Made'ine
Force Astor awaits the
Send
in
coming of her little fatherless babe.
And what preparations are they
of
making to receive into this world
the first born of the
15. 1912.
ja child to whom its father, John Ja- cob Astor, who sank so bravely
We also
in
from
on
the Titanic, left, a great unhampered
one
fortune of $:l,nO0.0OO?
Copies of
How, in sort, do they usher into
of 1897
subseCompiled
life a $3,000,000 baby?
Der-den- 's
Well, first of all. they begin to
toke care of that baby weeks before
of
NewMexico
i' is born.
They have nurses and
doctors round about its mother day
Code
Missouri
and night, to ward off danger; they
.

GETTING READY

'at

(04391)

PACT SEVEN

FOR THE S3.000.000

ORPHAN

a "zone of quiet" about the great
house.
Now m Madeline Force Astor s
s'.nte, there are installed tnree
nurses and three doctors. Soon the
hed-niii-

a

j
'

s

VOLUME 16.

dog-day-

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

h

NOW READY.

Price, $2.10.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

now for this latest
your orders
volume covering the decisions
the
Court
Supreme
up t January
carry stock all numbers
to fifteen inclusive.
the
Laws
and all
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests the
Reports.
Missouri
Pleadings and
Forms.
Pleading

rrr

tt

t

r

hX

ASTOR

BABY

"nd ready to care for (lie mother
.u il tor the babe the minute it gives
it?first little cry.
The nursery in the Astor
house
lias been made ready.
It has been redecorated !n lavender, wi'h long friezes of litt'e silver
ducks running about the wall. And a
(lib, a v bite and frilly lias been put
in tin alcove, done in
shiny
'I'issie-thiem- white,
ptvads.
liroide red by the young mother's own
linger; , adorn it.
All this care that, is being taken
to insure the Astor baby a healthy
entrance into the world may go
amiss. Then what will happen to the
$:!, iMio.OOO that was going to pave its
way through the world with golden
stepping stones
It will revert, lawyers say, to its
reother, even if the child lives only
long enough to utter one litt'e cry
as it looks into the fond eyes above
it
For by the will the child is givIt never is
en its fortune outright.
to go back to the main fund of the
Astor estate, now controlled by
Vincent.
Young Mrs. Astor wants a boy
that she may name him John Jacob
for the brave father.

FOR SALE Two story residence on
GOxlMO
Palace avenue.
feet. O. C.
Watson & Co.

Jt

Eleaantlv FurnTftrtert Rnnmc fnr Ppnf
itooras elegantly furnished and
n ajj !m)(pni conveniences, including
eet.tric ight steam heat and baths.
in the First National Bank building,
Apply to F. M. Jones.
TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Tpewritrs sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarExanteed.
;tanla
Typiwriter
.
change. Phone
Cleaned,

WANTED 100,000 people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drug stores
in the ci'y.
"ffr
Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from th
Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
in the .Mine issue of the Monthly
of
Proprietor.
Cyclopedia and Medical Bulletin
THE ASTOR HOME AND MRS ASTOR THE. MOTHER'S. . APARTPhiladelphia, edited by Charles E. de
MENTS AND NURSERY ARE IN THE SECOND FLOOR CORNER.
M. Sajous, M. D.. L. L. D., appears the
HAVE YOU A BEDROOM?
The Santa Fe Business College has
following;
"Many physicians have come to applications Irom students who re- have dieticians in the kitchen to pre- number of nurses is to be increased ieali;;i that caffeine, as daily consuin - quire bedroom, and others for bed and
pare foods which will give the mother to eight so that their shifts will be cd in coffee and tea, has much to do board, Will you Mr. or Mrs.
with tiie causation of many annoying housekeeper kindly inform us what
strength; they have masseurs and cut from eight hours to three hours ailments that formerly were obscure - accommodation you have for young
maids to keep her condition the best; each.
And the number of doctors y diagnosed and vaguely treated. It men and women who want a quiet
or
and last, but not least, they establish will be increased to four, all waiting stands to reason that this alkaloid, and well regulated,
American
when taken in daily doses of six or Spanish home. U'e have students
more grains, must exert a harmful now applying from various states who
and fertility of sail. Cimarron News. action on the nervous circulatory, and ate hearing of Santa Fe's wonderful
digestive systems. Its action must rocuperut ing at mos,herc who want to
GOT NABBED.
A couple of shop lifters were taken also modify the action of other drugs umie for their health and at the same
tune receive a business education. We
into custody here Saturday morning prescribed by the i.h;, s'cians."
Continuing this article says:
predict unite a number of such stud- by .Marshal Lou Myers. One of these
THEY WEIGHED A POUND.
of which Norman Tiartlett, the mana- gentlemen of the cunning art gave
"fosfiim, the well known serea! cuts. We are willing (o pay by (ho
George Thompson brought some ger of the company, has offered a his name as Charley Howe and the leverage, made of clean haul wheat weidi or namili in advance and" will
and a small percentage of molasses in' responsible for such students- good
tomatoes by the Times office Wednes- reward of
other registered us George Wih-otiMessrs.
$J0O.
Ruggles
day morning that weighed one pound and Wilkerson are both experienced The two men haul been hanging about has been the means of effecting au behavior and cleanliness.
The fullest paniculars are neces-s.arcoflVe
and its
in easy change from
each.
lie raised them on his fee hunters, and Mr. Lobo Wolf bad bet- town for a week or more ure-sc- d
a
if tin iiitormatioii be given by
stimulant caffeine to
as stone cut- - harmful
live acre tract, in the north part, of ter
clothing
working
posing
of
out
if
he
doesn't
keep
sight
letter, but a call i;t the colleen will
and plastcrei s. In the prcteure wholesome, harmless, nourishing
ters
Mr. Johnson is one of o ir want to
town.
go to wolf heaven. We hope of
lt
when n careful note will
wisiiing to make
purehar.es crage."
best gardeners and never fails to pro- the
gentlemen will capture the vie they walked into a store with heir
Kmhiont analysts stub as Prof. .1. be taken of uny accommodation that
duce the goods. I'orteles Times.
ious animal. Taos Recorder.
coats on their arms, and while look- W. Mallett of the University of Vir- - 'I'tiy be offered. Students as a rule
ing over goods would conceal articles ginia have proven that. a cup of coffee cannot afford a high price, jet as
RAIN AND HAIL.
NEW ROAD WILL HELP.
coff n and the rest many of them will haw li
under their coat, and then leave with- (only three-fifth- s
cheque
vissome
hail
Numerous rains and
milk contains about
Forty teams of mules and dump out making
grains of book, all they require is a home from
any
They
purchase.
ited this section during the past
'home," and will pay a reasonable
wigons passed through Clovis Sunday were shadowed about town by the caffeine.
week. The hail did some damage to enroute
A government
to Texico where they started marshal and arrested wit'h a lot of
report issuing April price.
the
farmers
but
genertruck,
garden
AN ENGLISH NSTITUTION, WITH
work on the Lubboek-Cloviroad, goods on them just, us they left the Ith. this year, from the Riireau of
ally report their crops in fine shape, which is now
to com- I'. Miocker store. Goods were taken Chemistry shows that, the deadly cof- BRANCHES THE
WORLD OVER,
being
pushed
the
is
some claim this year's crop
II. 1!. Abounader's store, also fee drug, caffeine,
it; ti aching
Arithmetic.
administered
from
pletion.
Advertising,
best they have grown in New Mexico.
of banking. Bookkeeping,
There are t,velve grading outfits from J. M. Jacobson's and the Cor- small doses, caused the death
Endee Enterprise.
Service
Examinaat work along the road and it is au- don Dry Goods Company. A valuable (sits, dogs, rabbits and guinea pigs in Contracts, Civil
tions, Commercial Law. Kuglish, Elothentically reported that, 'ere thirty broach was also taken from the Win. a few hours.
SERIOUS INJURY.
cution, Insurance,
Warm jewelry store. All the goods
Public
Normal,
Little Clyde Carmiehael, 8 year old days pass the road will be ready were recovered.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe Nevi. Speaking, Penmanship,
The
two
pleadfor
the
steel.
Punctuation,
sports
son of E. P. Carmiehael, 1108 North
The road will be completed on into ed guilty to the charges and will visit Mexican, the paper that boosts all of Spanish, Salesmanship, System, SpellacciDelaware, met with a serious
the time and works for the upbuild- ing, Shorthand for Reporting, Court,
with the county for about fiO days.
dent while at play with some young Clovis as soon as the track is laid
Congress and Verbatim, Typewriting
ing of our new State.
friends last Sunday at his home. "While into Texico, and when completed, Gallup Independent.
(blindfold), Voice Culture, and ail
connection
Clovis
a
will
that
gulf
give
concame
the
in
lad
playing leap frog
subjects
pertaining to a successful
will
us
on
indeed.
the
map,
push
tact with a sharp stick, which pierced
business
career.
Clovis
Journal.
MILK
AT HOME FOR No classes. All individual tench.
HOW TO PASTEURIZE
the abdomen. He was taken to the
hospital where he was operated upon
ing. Day and evening.
BABY.
YOUR
THE LADIES WILL DO IT.
His condition is reported
Tuesday.
Students now residing in Santa Fe
in
comes
as favorable. Roswell News.
about
third
Raton, which
Milk intended for the babies should
should come in to see what subjects
the list of most beautiful cities in be pasteurized.
Do not take chances
jthey want, and NOT TO BE TIMID
WILL WANT NEW MEXICO.
the Vnited States, is going to head the
lABOCT SAYING WHAT THEY CAN
tyones
the
little
"catch"
letting
Mrs. Woodburn left last Sunday for list, if the ladies have their way. j llhoj((
AFFORD. WEEKLY.
fever )r bowp, trolbe by d,.inli
her old home in Kentucky. She has Colorado Springs is a beautiful city, ing impure milk. .Milk
THE SANTA FE BUSINESS COL
he pasmay
comes teurized at home
gone back to visit relatives and Springfield, Mass., probably
LEGE.
easily and without
friends and to enjoy a little of tthat next, and if Raton isn't third then
The Business College University
of
its food value. The accomaffecting
warm summer climate. Oh my, how we miss our guess.
New Mexico.
But nature has panying diagram shows how.
she will wish for a New Mexico done more for Raton than ell the
Place a saucer in a small tin pail
breeze, when she gets back there and other places combined.
Springfield or other vessel. Stand the bottle of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
gets in the middle of a warm August was made beautiful by money, the milk
on
sauin
the
(with
cap
bottle)
day. The doctor looks a bit sad and root of all evil, yet the necessary
Department of the Interior,
cer. Now pour hot water (not hot
Cololonely since she left but he may live root, the one we all dig for.
U. S. Land Office tt Santa Fe, N.
enough to break the bottle) into the
over it. Cuervo Clipper.
rado Springs has the famous Pike's tin pail, and fill it until the water
Mex., July 23, 1912.
Peak and other mountain heights In comes within two or three inches of
Notice is hereby given that Chas.
A CLOSE CALL.
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
plain view, but when you come down
of the bottle.
Then stand
Fred Norman met with an acci- to real beauty, Raton has them by the top
and contents on the siove.
Siringo, who on June 11 190S, made
dent while in town last Friday.
He the throat. The w"tnen of Raton are pail
Homestead Entry No. 144RC, for Lot
Remove
bottle
the
of
milk
from
had a colt hitched
with another going to organize a woman's civic
SW
Sec. 3, N
NW
7; SW
pail the instant the water begins
horse, and when he untied them and club. They are going to organize and the
Section 10, Township 10 N. Range 9
started to get in the huggy the team work as only women can work when to boil, and cool it as rapidly as posE., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
sible. Keep the bottle of milk in the
leaped forward suddenly. He held to they get into action. Raton Range.
has filed notice of intention to make
box and keep the cap on the botice
the lines, but was thrown down and
final Homestead 5 year proof, to estabtle when not in use.
the buggy wheel struck his arm hard
LIKES THE VALLEY.
lish claim to tfte land above describWhen
the
it
do
with
removing
cap
one
to
of
break
of
bones
the
enough
ed, before V. S. Land Office at Santa
On just making a pleasant visit a clean fork
.
Be
careful
that
prong.
Estancia
the
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septemand trip through the Moreno valley milkside of the
does
not
in
come
i
t
cap
ber, 1912.
and seeing the bountiful crops which contact with
anything dirty.
LOST HIS HORSES.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
are about ready to be iharvested, in
S Tweedy of Santa
While on a fishing trip to Red Riv- - company with B. L. Connell, Mr. Jer-aiFe, N. Mex.,
e, this week, H. H. Heath had the misBen Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
of Raton purchased a forty acre
close
to
as
soon
as
he
is
able
es
that
fortune of losing two of his very best tract without further delay, knowing THINGS DOING
N'evas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
out his business and dispose of his
horses. He and Mr. Youngreen walk- that seeing is believing.
Samuel
Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
ATDEMING
in
will
return
Ixmisiana he
interests
ed home Saturday, a distance of about
Mr. .lerald is a cement walk conMANUEL R. OTERO,
in Deming.
locate
and
immediately
twenty miles leaving behind a nice tractor now laying walks in this city
Register.
He
much
with
opthe
is
very
N.
pleased
12.
new
The
M.,
Aug.
Deming,
mess of fish. Horace will go in and made the trip to spend Sunday in
in
which
are
presented
search of his horses Monday. We the beautiful mountains which sur- well of the Duning Real Estate and portunities
FOR SALE A lot or second Dana
this section.
hope he will have better luck next rounded this land. So pleased was he Improvement Company, which is to;
belting, hangerB, pulleys, ana shaft-- ;
time but would suggest that he think with the general outlook of the val- supplement the city water works, has
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
ing; one 12 horso power end one 22
up some other "fish" story to tell ns ley country that he purchased the been completed by Messrs. Sidey and
horse power Leffel Engine, rlrst cla
the next time. We believe the horses tract of land from the Moreno valley Richardson. This well will be operated by a 50 horse power motor and Some People We Know and We Will condition; one 40 horse power loco-- i
;were lost, but that fishy, fishy; never laud company.
in 18 inch American turbin pump, 4
motive type boiler capable oi carrying
Profit by Hearing About Them.
mind we will get over it. Wagon
Mr. Jerald will farm the entire tract
75 pounds of steam, pasMJ upon
stage, to deliver the water to the top
Moundi Pantagraph.
by
next year and presumably make his of
the stand pipe which is seventy-fivBoiler Inspector; radiators, stcatn
This is a purely local event.
home in the country with which he
feet.
It took place in Santa Fe.
AFTER THE WOLF.
piping and valves; a f.O gallon gso-- !
sales from
fell in love. Numerous
from the
and char
Judging
Not in some faraway place.
C. B. Ruggles and "Shorty" Wilkerline tank, with other sundry items.
are
the valley land
being reported, acter of the water ground
You are asked tc investigate it.
son left on Sunday morning for the and from the general prospects the
bearing gravel enAny of these items will be sold cheap
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
ranch of the Adams Cattle Co., where valley will, in a comparatively short countered, C. J. Laughren, manager
If taken at once.
If interfiled, ad-- i
of
the
estimates
company,
that
this
To confirm a citizen's statement. Cress the New Meyict'i Printing Con
they will attempt to capture a lobo time be densely populated with tillers well
will
a
have
1300
of
galcapacity
at pany. Santa Fe. Ne". Mexico
Any article that is endorsed
wolf, which so far has a record of of the soil, who will reap the harvest
lons per minute. The water bearing home
having destroyed 32 yearlings and 6 in low price lands, which equals all
Is more worthy of confidence
two year old steers and one three and excells many parts of the coun- strata are as follows: 53 to 57; CO to
Today's news today, You get it in
87 to 9G; 103 to 124; 134 to 139,
Than one you know nothing about, the New Mexican.
year old colt, and for the capture try for its phenomenal productiveness 80;
making an aggregate of 50 feet of live
Endorsed by unknown people.
water bearing material.
II. Baca, Prop, meat market,
Charles Immes, a negro, who lias
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says:
been employed by J. A. Jlahoney, as "AboutSt.,two
KANSAS CITY. MO.,
and a ialf years ago I
porter, died in the local hospital this
a public statement, telling of
gave
morning. Immes is the sanie negro my
experience with Doan's Kidney
AND RETURN,
Malaria Is a species of blood poverty known as Anaemia; the circulation who was stabbed in a fight a few Pills.
rid me of
They completely
with
months
the
An
to
to
was
unable
held
system
ago.
autopsy
supply
becomes so weak and impure that it is
back
in
troubled
that had
my
pains
sufficient nourishment and strength to preserve ordinary health. In the determine the cause of his death and me off and on for months. When 1
the
and
the
who
sallow,
appetite
made
exami
the
physicians
the
pale
of
grows
Malaria
complexion
first stages
stooped or brought a Btrain on my
is affected, the system grows bilious, and there is ageneral feeling of ma nation state that 'his death was due loins, I suffered severely and there
the
with
saturated
an
on
more
abscess
liver
his
and
becomes
solely
by
thoroughly
circulation
ness. As the
which conin no way was due to the wound he were various symptoms
larial lnlection, me tngesuon i uaaugcu,
me
came from
vinced
that
trouble
my
sores
boils,
some
two
skin
received
diseases,
and
come
months ago.
and fever
go,
I finally used
C. L. Weill, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE
is disordered kidneys.
and ulcers break out, and the entire health becomes
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
Impaired. Malaria can only be cured by removing prospecting here this week.
J. S. Vaught, of Fulton, Mifs., after prompt relief. I continued taking
the germs from the blood. S. S. S. destroys every
August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
article of malarial infection and builds up the spending week here investigating con- them and it was m1 long before
16th to 19th.
E lood to a
strong nourishing condition. Then the ditions, has decided to locate here. every symptom of trouble disappear- Dales of Sale, August
of
amount
ed."
nutriment,
Return Limit, Aug. 31st, 1912.
His family will join him shortly. Mr.
system receives its proper
Pric 50
For sale by all dealers.
sallow complexions grow ruddy and healthful, the Vaught will practice law here.
Co., Buffalo, SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
R. W. Osborn, and son, of Roseland, cents.
liver and digestion are righted and every symptom
ea awav. S. S. S. cure3 in every La., are
f Mion'a
sole
for
New
the United
Mr.
York,
agents
visiting Harry Bixler,
H. S. LUTZ,
AGENT,
remedy Osborn's
brother-in-law- .
Os- States.
Mr.
case because It purifies the blood. S. S. S. is a safe and pleasant
free.
advice
medical
and
blood
on
the
Book
one.
any
Remember the name Doan's and
born Is engaged in the mercantile and
as well as an efficient
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
funning at Roseland! and he announc take no other.
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NEWS OF THE STATI

FOR SALE BY

New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.
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bev-som- e

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
EAST AND WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15
CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

Oakland,

Oneway via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

On

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On

sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6,
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

1912.

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
For further information call on or address,

SANTA FE, N. M.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
Sale

On

Until

Daily,

Sept. 30,

1912.

NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,
ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
A

I IPHDMI

A

vALirURlllA

Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

LOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.GO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Pox, Oen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

V

Credit-Scienc-

fore-arm-

4

News-Heral-

j

Malaria-Blo- od

Poverty

$26.30

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

C

s

Del-gad-

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,

.'

2

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

i

l

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M

24thAnnualConvention

(sss)

Foster-Milbur-

V

n

PAGE EiGHT

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
BUSTED BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION WILL
NOT LET RECEIVER

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

IN.

BADGER

San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 12.
When Francis J. Brandon, placed in
charge of tlie Continental Building and
Loan Association by George S. Walker, state building and loan commissioner, attempted to take possession
today he found the doors locked and
a company guard inside.
Deputy
Brandon immediately reported to R.

PRO

IS

FIGHT

at 5:10 p. m. September 14, and a
similar procession to that arranged
from Aomaya parade grounds will
follow. Various tributes to the late
emperor's memory will be read beside
the tomb. Further services are to be
he i on September 15, and these will
conclude the services.

FUNERAL

STYLISH

FOR LATE EMPEROR

REE
JAPAN

PREPARES

MONARCH

ULL

TO

SKINTO

DEFUNCT

LAY AWAY

WITH BECOMING

DIGNITY

the one story building of the property What is the difference between
of the school board, Palace avenue,
prlz fiaht ana our, meat shop?
on last Saturday night but was soon
extinguished. The fire originated in
the small barn, and started, perhaps
from carelessness of some tramps
who had been located there but a few
moments before.
His Father's Bugle,
a dramatic
story of two wars. See it at the Elks'
tonight.
You'll always be glad to answer correspondence, when you use a Waterman Fountain Pen. Get one at

j

-F-

LOCAL MENTION

RITUAL WILL BE USED.

Tokio, Aug. 12 The official pro- N
WEATHER FORECAST.
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A NEW CARLOAD OF

COMMERCE MEETING.

X
X At the prize fight, you see rounds of
two Monday X
pound, but here you see pounds of

As a result of the
of the Chamber
luncheons
of
Commerce, the School of Ameri- can Archaeology gives way to- morrow night for a meeting de- voted to the subject of civic
centers and city planning, an- cient and modern. President
Renehan of the Chamber
of
Commerce will preside and Pro- fessor Carroll and Wilson will
give talks on the subject, illus- trated with scenes from the an- cient cities of Athens, Rome,
Ephesus and Palmyra and such
modern cities as Washington
and Denver. It is desired to make
this a mass mee'ang of the peo- pie of Santa Fe that will in- fluence the futiu - building of
this city, both as to , ::blic edi- fices and private residences.
The meeting will be free and all
are invited to at'end.
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longer than
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-all- y.
cle-ni-
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If you will consider that the ri:n of
the balance wheel travels over tit teen
miles a day, you will not grudpe your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hice a year. Jt will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch,
?cave your watch with us

!

We specialize on

TOOLS of QUALITY. All of the

Z

standard

BUILDING.

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

Carpenters,
Contractors
lines

Can Be Found

Here.

Corner Water and Don Gasper Sts.

Watches
and
Clocks.

" Time

i

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

ThatTAre
Reliabte."
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GET MORE THAN USUAL VALUES!
YOU

KNOW

that the best way to

be sure

getting GOOD CLOTHES for your
money is to go to a place where none but
good clothes are sold. The best wa to get
more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks tfor the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price now.
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Clothes go; Summer Suits that you'll BE GLAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
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SchaiTher te Marx
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Hart Schaf f tier
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Marx Clothes.
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